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Abstract-The present consideration on overlay networks has characterized that client recognized network 

performance would be enhanced by an overlay routing component. Inside the huge appropriated recreation, 

the way inside that constituent parts workmanship reticular or composed of the overlay network can't 

unendingly and quickly suits course the movement to decrease the general activity cost. Overlay routing has 

been affirmed in the course of the most recent couple of years as ground-breaking strategy to accomplish 

unmistakable routing properties, moreover running with drawn-out and dense arrangement of 

institutionalization and widespread arrangement of a substitution routing protocol. To create web activity 

path over sensible quality is additionally a pledge to succeed more noteworthy quality spilling, we've 

anticipated Overlay network. Actualizing overlay routing needs the position and supply of overlay foundation 

development to the advancement issues like catch a minimum group of overlay hubs such the ideal reason the 

manner in which properties are upbeat. It NP-hard and concludes a nontrivial estimation equation for it, 

where the guess connection relies upon explicit properties of the current issue. Amid this Paper we analyze 

the sensible parts of the topic by assessing the increase one can survive numerous genuine outcomes.  

Keywords: Overlay network, Resource distribution, TCP throughput, Autonomous frameworks (Ass).  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this 21st century, Computer Network has been a rising and essential model in the IT enterprises. Computer 

Network devices that acquire, demonstrates path and transfers data are known as Network Nodes. These Nodes are 

only host which can Computer, Mobile, Server and also networking devices. For exchanging Data over Network it 

compulsory to have efficient Network with legitimate networking components joins, hubs and so forth this course of 

action of different components are otherwise called Network Topology. Divergent topologies can cause throughput, 

anyway believability is over and over increasingly troubling. For settling on application-explicit routing choices on 

Overlay Networks question the Overlay routing. The Overlay routing, thusly, concentrates and totals topology data 

from the Overlying Internet. Overlay network has been proposed for practical interchange to beat effective 

limitations of the present framework. Overlays are progressively being utilized to send network benefits that can't 
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for all intents and purposes be installed specifically in the hidden Internet [2, 3]. It was Overlay routing was useful 

to return to its structure TCP performance over the Internet, where the primary thought is to break the conclusion to-

end input circle into littler circles. This necessitates hubs equipped for performing TCP Piping would be available 

along the course at generally little separations. Different precedents for the utilization of overlay routing are ventures 

like RON [4] and Detour [5], where overlay routing is utilized to enhance unwavering quality. One more precedent 

is the idea of the "Worldwide ISP" worldview presented in [6], where an overlay hub is utilized to diminish 

inactivity in BGP routing. Going into the long and dull procedure of institutionalization and worldwide organization 

of another routing protocol. Overlay routing was utilized to enhance TCP performance over the Internet, where the 

primary thought is to break the conclusion to-end criticism circle into littler circles. This necessitates hubs fit for 

performing TCP Piping would be available along the course at generally little separations. Different models for the 

utilization of overlay routing are ventures like RON and Detour, where overlay routing is utilized to enhance 

unwavering quality. One more precedent is the idea of the "Worldwide ISP" worldview, where an overlay hub is 

utilized to diminish dormancy in BGP routing. So as to convey overlay routing over the genuine physical 

framework, one needs to send and oversee overlay hubs that will have the new additional usefulness. This 

accompanies a non-irrelevant cost both regarding capital and working expenses. Consequently, it is critical to 

contemplate the advantage one gets from enhancing the routing metric against this expense. It focus on this point 

and concentrate the base number of foundation hubs that should be included request to keep up an explicit property 

in the overlay routing. In the most limited path routing over the Internet BGP-based routing precedent, the inquiry is 

mapped to: What is the base number of transfer hubs that are required so as to make the routing between a 

gatherings of self-sufficient frameworks (ASs) utilize the hidden briefest path between them? In the TCP 

performance precedent, this may mean: What is the insignificant number of transfer hubs required so as to ensure 

that for every TCP association, there is a path between the association endpoints for which each predefined 

roundtrip time (RTT), there is an overlay hub equipped for TCP Piping. Despite the explicit ramifications as a main 

priority, It characterize a general streamlining issue called the Overlay Routing Resource Allocation (ORRA) issue 

and concentrate its multifaceted nature .It would seem the issue is NP-hard, and It present a nontrivial guess 

calculation for it. Note that they are just keen on enhancing routing properties between a solitary source hub and a 

solitary goal, at that point the issue isn't confounded, and finding the ideal number of hubs ends up trifling since the 

potential possibility for overlay position is little, and all in all any task would be great.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Utilizing overlay routing to enhance network performance is spurred by numerous works that examined the in 

proficiency of assortments of networking engineering sand applications. Examining a huge arrangement of data, 

investigate the inquiry: How ―good‖ is Internet routing from a client's viewpoint considering round-trip time, parcel 

misfortune rate, and transmission capacity? They demonstrated that in 30%– 80% of the cases, there is another 

routing path with better quality contrasted with the default routing path. The creators demonstrate that TCP 

performance is entirely influenced by the RTT. Along these lines, breaking a TCP association into low-dormancy 

sub associations enhances the general association performance. And furthermore as a rule, routing paths in the 
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Internet are swelled, and the genuine length (in bounces) of routing paths between customers is longer than the base 

jump remove between them. Utilizing overlay routing to enhance routing and network performance has been 

considered before in a few works. The routing in effectiveness in the Internet and utilized an overlay routing so as to 

assess and examine test strategies enhancing the network over the genuine condition. While the idea of utilizing 

overlay routing to enhance routing plan was displayed in this work, it didn't manage the sending angle sand the 

improvement part of such foundation. A strong overlay network (RON), which is an engineering for application-

layer overlay routing to be utilized over the current Internet routing foundation. Like our work, the principle 

objective of this engineering is to supplant the current routing plan, if vital, utilizing the overlay foundation. This 

work essentially centers on the overlay framework (observing and distinguishing routing issues, and keeping up the 

overlay framework), and it doesn't consider the expense related with the arrangement of such framework. In the 

hand-off situation issue, in which hand-off hubs ought to be set in an intra-space network. An overlay path, for this 

situation, is a path that comprises of two most brief paths, one from the source to a transfer hub and the other from 

the hand-off hub to the goal. The target work in this work is to discover, for each source– goal match, an overlay 

path that is maximally disjoint from the default most brief path. This issue is propelled by the demand to build the 

vigor of the network if there should be an occurrence of switch disappointments. The routing technique replaces the 

most limited path routing that courses activity to a goal through foreordained middle of the road hubs so as to 

maintain a strategic distance from network clog under high movement fluctuation. Roy et al. were the first to really 

contemplate the expense related with the sending of overlay routing framework. Thinking about two primary cases, 

flexible routing, and TCP performance, they detail the transitional hub situation as an improvement issue, where the 

goal is to put a given number halfway e hubs so as to upgrade the overlay routing, and recommended a few heuristic 

calculations for every application. Following this profession, we consider this asset assignment issue in this paper as 

a general structure that isn't attached to an explicit application, however can be utilized by any overlay plot. 

Additionally, in contrast to heuristic calculations, the estimation arrangement calculation exhibited in our work, 

catching any overlay conspire, guarantees that the sending cost is limited inside the calculation guess proportion. 

Hub arrangement issues have been examined before in various settings in numerous works, considering Web reserve 

and Web server position. In any case, overlay hub situation is on a very basic level unique in relation to these 

position issues where the goal is to enhance the routing utilizing an alternate routing plan as opposed to pushing the 

substance near the customers. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, we propose the minimum variety of infrastructure nodes that require being additional so as to sustain a 

particular attributes within the overlay routing. In the shortest-path routing over the net BGP-based routing example, 

this question is planned to: whatever is that the least quantity of relay nodes that are needed so as to form the routing 

between a groups of autonomous systems (ASs) use the underlying shortest pathway between them? In the TCP 

performance example, this could translate to: What is the minimal variety of relay nodes required in order to form 

positive that for every TCP connection, there is a pathway among the connection destination that every predefined 

round-trip time (RTT), there's an overlay node capable of TCP Piping. We tend to outline a general optimization 
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drawback referred to as the Overlay Routing Resource Allocation (ORRA) drawback and study its complexity. It 

seems that the matter is NP-hard, and we existing nontrivial estimate algorithm for it. It additionally offers normal 

algorithmic context which will be custom in demand to contract with well-organized store provision in overlay 

routing. It uses to develop a significant estimate structure and verifies its assets. We are only involved in cultivating 

routing characteristic among one supply node and one destination, then the problem isn't complicated, and result the 

best quantity of nodes develops trivial since the potential candidate for overlay placement is little, and normally any 

assignment would be good. Though, once we study one-to-many or many-to-many states, then one overlay node 

could have an effect on the pathway attributes of the many methods, and so choosing the best sites becomes a lot of 

fewer trivial. Latency optimized pathways to overlay users are offered by a sort of Service overlay network routing. 

A logical view of the overlay network is nothing however an Overlay routing, that upholds a separate routing table, 

not a native routing table. In our work, the objective of overlay routing is to decrease the total latency of overlay 

route paths.  

A. AS-level BGP routing  

BGP may be a policy-based inter domain routing protocol that's used to confirm the routing methods between 

autonomous systems within the net. As we tend to study the aim to look least amount of relay node locations which 

will enable shortest pathway routing among the beginning purpose to end point pairs in AS-level BGP routing. 

Evoke that routing in BGP is policy-based and depends on the business relationship between peering ASs, and as a 

result, a major segment of the pathway within the net don’t drive alongside shortest path, that is thought as path 

inflation. We study a one-to-many state of affairs where we'd like to improve routing among one begin purpose and 

lots of endpoints. During this routing algorithm is additional necessary in many several systems there's least overlap 

between shortest path way and there's not abundant evolution will done over a basic appetent technique. We tend to 

confirm, using real up-to-date net information that the algorithm will propose a somewhat minor cluster of relay 

nodes which will suggestively decrease latency in current BGP routing.  

 

B. TPC level improvement  

The transaction processing Performance Council (TPC), an Engineering Principles body dedicated to the 

improvement and broadcasting of info, As we tend to study the TPC level improvement within the wireless 

networks as clarified within the AS-level BGP routing half. Exploitation overlay routing to enhance TCP 
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performance has been studied in several works in recent years. In TPC level improvement, we tend to check our 

planned algorithm on a synthetic random graph, and that we show that the general outline may be helpful 

additionally to the present case, ulterior in terribly close to optimum outcomes.   

 

C. Voice-over-IP  

Several VoIP facilities deal structures and services that are not offered with an outmoded receiver, or are offered but 

just for an additional charge. Voice-Over-IP types of uses are appropriate more and more widespread present ip 

telephone facilities with none price, however they need a restricted endwise interruption (or latency) among some 

number of handlers to keep a practical facility. We tend to specific that our system may be important to pick least 

hubs, but developing working flow for several users.  

IV. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

A. Effective Link-level SINR Measurement the SINR in each MS is a good measurement to evaluate the 

performance of the overall system. At every sampling duration TS, the SINR in each MS is measured and the 

average SINR of the MS is updated. Then, the average SINR of all MSs in one cell is considered as the effective 

SINR of the cell. Assuming that the multi-path fading magnitudes Mp(t) and phases θp(t) for the kth MS are 

constant for the sampling duration. These values are calculated and updated using Jakes’ fading model after each 

sampling duration TS. The frequency selective fading power profile value for the i th sub-carrier of the kth MS at 

time t = nTS can be calculated as [7]: Pk i [n] =      paths p=1 Mk p [n]Ak pej[θk p [n]−2πfiT k p ]      2 , (1) where p 

represents the multi-path path index, Ap and Tp are the amplitude value corresponding to the long-term average 

power and the relative time delay for the pth path (from Table 21 in [7], Table 2-1 in [8]); and fi is the relative 

frequency offset of the i th sub-carrier within the spectrum. It is assumed here that the fading profile is normalized 

so that E[P(i)] = 1. Then, the i th sub-carrier SINR for the kth MS at time t = nTS, γk i [n], can be calculated at 

system level as a function of the sub-carrier power, the instantaneous geometry (Gk[n]), the FFT size (N), the cyclic 

prefix length (Np), the percentage of maximum total available transmission power allocated to data sub-carriers (RD 

= 80%), and the percentage number of data sub-carriers over the number of total useful sub-carriers per time slot 

(NSD/NST = 90%): γk i [n] = Pk i [n] × Gk[n] × N N + Np  × RD NSD/NST . (2) The instantaneous geometry at 

time t = nTS for MS k: Gk[n] = Ior[n] N0 +  S s=1 Is oc[n] , (3) where S is the number of interfering sources for MS 

k (consisting of all other BSs and relays using the same resources that are allocated for MS k), N0 is the variance of 

thermal noise, Ior is the received level from the serving source over fast fading, and Is oc is the received level from 

the sth interfering source over fast fading. Effective SINR mapping for the kth MS at time t = nTS is computed as: 
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SINRk ef f [n] = −β ln  1 Nu i∈Nu e− γk i [n] β  , (4) where β is a parameter based on the modulation and coding 

rate combination at the transmitter (from Table 24 in [7]), and Nu is the set of assigned sub-carriers for MS k. Then, 

the average effective SINR for the kth MS is updated to the time t = nTS: SINRk ef f = n i=1 SINRk ef f [i] n (5) B. 

System-level SINR Measurement The performance of the system-level simulation is determined based on the 

average of all link-level performances. Hence, the effective cell-edge SINR can be determined as: SINRedge =  

k∈Nedge SINRk ef f Nedge , (6) where Nedge is the set of MSs in the cell-edge of given cell. The total transmitted 

data rate of the kth MS is calculated: Rk = Bk subcarrier log2(1 + SINRk ef f ) (7) where Bk subcarrier is the total 

bandwidth of the assigned sub-carriers for the kth MS. Then, the total cell-edge data throughput is: Redge = 

k∈Nedge Rk (8) V 

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In the proposed system, the system concentrates on this point and study the minimum number of infrastructure 

nodes that need to be added in order to maintain a specific property in the overlay routing. In the shortest-path 

routing over the Internet BGP-based routing example, this question is mapped to: What is the minimum number of 

relay nodes that are needed in order to make the routing between a groups of autonomous systems (ASs) use the 

underlying shortest path between them? In the TCP performance example, this may translate to: What is the minimal 

number of relay nodes needed in order to make sure that for each TCP connection, there is a path between the 

connection endpoints for which every predefined round-trip time (RTT), there is an overlay node capable of TCP 

Piping? Regardless of the specific implication in mind, we define a general optimization problem called the Overlay 

Routing Resource Allocation (ORRA) problem and study its complexity. It turns out that the problem is NP-hard, 

and we present a nontrivial approximation algorithm for it. 

 

Fig. Proposed System Architecture 

VI. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

ORRA Algorithm   

This Algorithm for Find minimum distance path to place overlay node  
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Input: G(V,E),Pu,Po,U,W,S,D  

Where G = is a graph having V no of Vertex and E no of  

Edges  

Pu=is Underlay Path between Source and Destination  

Po=is Overlay Path between Source and Destination  

W=Non Negative Weight Function  

U=is set of Feasible solution Paths  

S=is source vertex  

D=Destination Vertex  

Steps:-  1. U={}  

2. if non negative Weight{v}=0 then U={v}  

3. If U is feasible solution return U  

4. Find all Possible Pairs(S,D) which are not  part of U 5. Calculate Set of Overlay Vertex from 

Pu,Po which are not part of U  

6. Find Minimal Overlay vertex point of (S,D)  

7. for(each vertex in V)  

7.1 for(each edge in E)  

7.1.1 Calculate Nearest Neighbour of Current     Vertex if Selected Nearest Neighbour is not part     of U 

then Calculate Overlay Weight   

8. Add Selected vertex as Overlay Vertex in U 

9. if Weight(selected Vertex)=0  then return U  

 

 9.1 else go to step2     

9. Calculate System/memory Loads of all vertex in U  

10. Select vertex having minimum Memory Load  v from U  

11. Calculate Optimal Path From Vertex V to D  
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12. Send the load from Path S -V-U i.e. V is set of overlay nodes   

13. Stop  

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we addressed the fundamental problem by developing an approximation algorithm to the problem. 

Rather than considering a customized algorithm for a specific application or scenario, we suggested a general 

framework that fits a large set of overlay applications. Considering three different practical scenarios, we evaluated 

the performance of the algorithm, showing that in practice the algorithm provides close-to-optimal results. 

Improving routing properties between a single source node and a single destination, then the problem is not 

complicated, and finding the optimal number of nodes becomes trivial since the potential candidate for overlay 

placement is small, and in general any assignment would be good. However, when we consider one-to-many or 

many-to-many scenarios, then a single overlay node may affect the path property of many paths, and thus choosing 

the best locations becomes much less trivial. For example, the one-to-many BGP routing scheme can be used by a 

large content provider in order to improve the user experience of its customers. The VoIP scheme can be used by 

VoIP services such as Skype, Google Talk to improve call quality of their customers. Many issues are left for further 

research. One interesting direction is an analytical study of the vertex cut used in the algorithm. 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Hybrid Location-based protocol (HLAR) combines a modified AODV protocol with a greedy-forwarding 

geographic routing protocol. The expected transmission count (ETX) metric to find the best quality route. The 

modified form of AODV as AODV –ETX, intermediate nodes report the broken routes to their source node. To 

allow nodes to calculate the quality (ETX) of shared links, nodes to locally beacon packets periodically. The 

periodic beacon packets include the node’s ID and the current location coordinates. HLAR initiates the route 

discovery in on-demand fashion. The RREQ packets include a time-to-live (TTL) will be the source node according 

to the hop count between the source node and destination node. The TTL field is decremented each time a current 

node cannot use location information and RREQ Packet will be dropped once its TTL field become zero. It allows 

the protocol to avoid unnecessary flooding of the whole network. A destination node replies to receives RREQ 

Packets with a route reply (RREP) packets in three cases: 1. If RREQ packet is first receives from source node 2. If 

RREQ packet contains a higher source sequence number than RREQ packets responded to the Destination Node. 3. 

If RREQ Packet contains same source sequence number as RREQ Packets respond by the destination node, but the 

new packet indicates a better quality route is available. 
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